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Aiming for Love (Brides of Hope Mountain Book #1)
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After a rough winter spent alone, Ursula Nordegren realizes she must
overcome her fears of the outside world and begins a trek down Hope
Mountain. Along the way she finds a badly wounded stranger and
realizes God may have used her decision to leave as a way of saving
the man. Wax Mosby was climbing Hope Mountain in part to atone for his
terrible choices. He was hired to drive out the Warden family and now
knows he was duped. But when he's wounded during the climb, the last
person he expects to rescue him is a beautiful blond woman with the
voice of an angel. As both Ursula and Wax weigh the costs of living
new lives, the two find an unlikely bond. And they're joined by
Ursula's sisters and the Warden family as the final showdown over the
family ranch looms with the coming of spring.

A Bride for a Bit
Ten years after her parents were killed, Evelyn Radcliffe is once more
homeless. The orphanage that was her refuge and later her workplace
has burned to the ground, and only she and a young orphan girl have
escaped. Convinced this must be related to her parents' murders,
Evelyn flees with the girl to Mesquite Springs in the Texas Hill
Country and finds refuge in the home of Wyatt Clark, a talented horse
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rancher whose plans don't include a family of his own. At first,
Evelyn is a distraction. But when it becomes clear that trouble has
followed her to Mesquite Springs, she becomes a full-blown disruption.
Can Wyatt keep her safe from the man who wants her dead? And will his
own plans become collateral damage? Suspenseful and sweetly romantic,
Out of the Embers is the first in a new series that invites you to the
Texas Hill Country in the 1850s, when the West was wild, the men were
noble, and the women were strong.

Her Secret Song (Brides of Hope Mountain Book #3)

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
Bestselling novelist Tracie Peterson joins Karen Witemeyer, Regina
Jennings, and Jen Turano in this collection of four novellas, each
featuring a Harvey Girl heroine. From Kansas to Texas, the Grand
Canyon to New Mexico, the stories cross the country with tales of
sweet romance and entertaining history. In Karen Witemeyer's "More
Than a Pretty Face," a young woman works her hardest to escape poor
choices from her youth. Tracie Peterson offers "A Flood of Love,"
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where reuniting with an old flame after more than a decade offers
unexpected results. Regina Jennings's "Intrigue a la Mode" delights
with a tale of a young woman determined to help support her family,
despite warnings of danger nearby. And Jen Turano's "Grand Encounters"
heads to the Grand Canyon with a tale of a society belle intent on
finding a new life for herself.

Fairer Than Any
Marooned in Constantinople in the midst of the TurksÕ war with their
native Russia, young beauty Yamina and her seriously ill father risk
being exposed and lynched as spies. ÊOne day in the Bazaar, Yamina
witnesses an ugly scene as a Turkish mob sets upon a man they suspect
is a Russian spy. She is rescued by the noble handsome English
diplomat, Lord Castleford, and no sooner is she safely home than the
Turks are searching house-to-house for Russians and, worse still for
Yamina, her beloved then father dies. ÊNow all alone in a hostile
world and in a desperate bid to escape certain death, she finds
herself enslaved in the SultanÕs harem where an even worse fate awaits
her. Her friends in the harem smuggle her aboard a ship bound for the
safety of Athens hidden in a golden trunk, a gift from the Sultan to
the new British Ambassador to Greece. ÊTo her horror, the new
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Ambassador is none other than Lord Castleford himself, who is furious
at her intrusion, until one night a passionate kiss changes everything
forever and Yamina and his Lordship become slaves, not to the
Seraglio, but to love. Ê

Sixteen Brides
Your heart will soar with faith-filled romance in this compelling,
contemporary collection, where three amazingly independent women
encounter three equally strong-willed men.

Misunderstanding Cults
After her father's death, Lizzy Brookstone, the star trick rider of
the all-female Brookstone Wild West Extravaganza, loses interest in
performing. What she longs for is a life with the Brookstone ranch
foreman, Wesley DeShazer, the man who once broke her heart. Meanwhile,
Jason Adler, son of the show's new financial partner, comes to help
with the show, and Lizzy soon finds him vying for her affection. Ella
Fleming is fleeing a forced engagement when she stows away on the
Brookstone train. Lizzy finds her and gives her a job in the costume
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department, but Ella has a dangerous secret that could affect all of
their lives, as well as the future of the Brookstone Extravaganza.
When Mary Reichert, a former sharpshooter for the show, learns that
her brother, August, has been killed at the Fleming farm, she refuses
to believe it was an accident. She returns to the show to find the
truth, but is she seeking justice or vengeance? As the three women
work together to discover how August died, Lizzy strives to hold the
show together. Can she keep the Brookstone Extravaganza alive without
losing the desire of her heart?

Clueless Cowboy
A new generation of MacGregor women discover love in time for the
holidays! Matchmaker Daniel MacGregor is at it again! At age ninety,
there is nothing the powerful patriarch of the MacGregor clan would
like more than to see his three granddaughters, Laura, Gwendolyn and
Julia, happily married. So Daniel has handpicked three unsuspecting
candidates he believes would make perfect husbands. But this might be
his biggest matchmaking challenge yet; his granddaughters are so
focused on their careers that marriage is the last thing on their
minds. Despite his best intentions, none of his granddaughters
appreciate his meddling. It's a good thing Daniel has an unerring
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instinct for loveif he has his way, they will all be engaged by
Christmas! Originally published in 1997, this classic Nora Roberts
romance still stands the test of time.

Dawn Comes Early
Looking for a woman of good character and pleasant disposition willing
to learn the ranching business in Arizona territory. Must be SINGLE
and prepared to remain so now and forever more. Will be given
ownership of ranch. ùEleanor Walker Disgraced dime novelist Kate
Tenney fled the city that banned her latest book for a fresh start at
a cattle ranch in the Arizona Territory. She hopes ranching turns out
to be as romantic as she portrayed it in her novels. But what awaits
her is a much harder life. There is no room for mistakes on a working
cattle ranch in 1895, and Kate is ill-prepared for her new life. She
quickly learns that dawn comes early . . . every day. But she is
tenacious. Having been abandoned by a string of men, Kate has no
intention of ever marrying. But she didnÆt expect to meet Luke Adams
either. Luke awakens feelings inside Kate she doesnÆt recognize, and
his steady presence is a constant distraction. She has only written
about love in the past, never known it herself. But her feelings for
Luke stand in the way of all she has to gain if she is chosen as the
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heir. Perhaps God brought Kate to the barrenness of the desert to give
new life to her jaded heart.

Unbridled Hope
A Sweet Historical Western Romance: Daisy Weathers travels to Texas as
a Mail Order Bride. The would-be groom takes one look at her scarred
face and walks away without her knowing. Finding out she'd been
jilted, Daisy is humiliated anddespondent. There would be no second
chance wedding for her.Sterling, a handsome cowboy is rolled out of
the back of a wagon and left. He's been injured andnow it's life or
death. Since the end of the Civil war he's been busy trying to keep
his outlaw brotherfrom hanging. Now when it's almost too late he
wishes he had found a wife, settled down and hadchildren.In this
Historical Christian Mail-Order Bride Novel, Daisy is penniless and
works to help Sterling heal.Trouble finds her which sends them both on
a journey of the heart, doubts, mishaps and realization.This is the 6
th book of the Mail Order Brides of Sweet Water Series by Award
Winning, Best Selling, Amazon All-Star Author, Kathleen Ball.Don't
miss the other American Historical Western Romance Books in this
series1. Tattered Heart2. Shattered Trust3. Glory's Groom4. Battered
Souls5. Faltered Beginings6. Fairer Than AnyKathleen Ball is an Award
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Winning Best-Selling Amazon All-Star Autho

Picture Bride Stories
When Julia Foster, a spirited young woman and former missionary takes
a job as governess, she catches the eye of the owner of Highland Hall,
Sir William Ramsey, and he must decide if he will follow his heart and
marry for love or choose a wealthy bride whose fortune can save his
family's estate from ruin. Original.

Braced for Love (Brothers in Arms Book #1)
Will Buffy and Wyatt ever see eye-to-eye? Buffy Lange has spent her
life learning about and caring for buffalo. She’s landed the job of
her dreams, managing a huge buffalo ranch in South Dakota. With stars
in her eyes, she imagines all of the Midwest given over to freeranging buffalo. To her, buffalo embody beauty, majesty, and strength.
To Wyatt Shaw, however, the buffalo are a constant threat— wild,
untamable, and dangerous. Wyatt’s ranch adjoins the Buffalo Commons
and he watches in trepidation as its owner expands and rides roughshod
over the local ranchers. When disaster strikes, Wyatt’s worst fears
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are realized and Buffy can do nothing but clean up the mess. With one
determined to rid the area of buffalo and the other determined to see
them flourish, the dust seldom settles around these two. Will they
ever be able to find a common ground?

The Unexpected Champion
Jake can’t live this way any longer. Burned out, exhausted, and
disillusioned, Jake Hanson hits the road. He empties his bank accounts
and cuts all ties with everyone he knows. Searching for meaning, he
buys a deserted Victorian mansion ten miles from civilization in South
Dakota and determines to live off the land. Emily isn’t looking for a
man, and she certainly isn’t looking for more responsibility. Since
her parents died, she’s been running the family ranch and raising her
younger sister alone. She has plenty to keep her busy. So when she
finds a stranger hiding out in the house next door, why can’t she just
let him be? When their worlds collide, will their inexplicable
attraction draw Jake and Emily together or will their circumstances
force them apart forever? "I pray that out of his glorious riches he
may strengthen you with power through his Spirit in your inner
being."Ephesians 3:16
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Out of the Embers (Mesquite Springs Book #1)
Misunderstanding Cults provides a uniquely balanced contribution to
what has become a highly polarized area of study. Working towards a
moderate "third path" in the heated debate over new religious
movements or cults, this collection includes contributions from both
scholars who have been characterized as "anticult" and those
characterized as "cult-apologists." The study incorporates multiple
viewpoints as well as a variety of theoretical and methodological
perspectives, with the stated goal of depolarizing the discussion over
alternative religious movements. A prominent section within the book
focuses explicitly on the issue of scholarly objectivity and the
danger of partisanship in the study of cults. The collection also
includes contributions on the controversial and much misunderstood
topic of brainwashing, as well as discussions of cult violence,
children brought up in unconventional religious movements, and the
conflicts between alternative religious movements and their critics.
Unique in its breadth, this is the first study of new religious
movements to address the main points of controversy within the field
while attempting to find a middle ground between opposing camps of
scholarship.
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What Comes My Way (Brookstone Brides Book #3)
Bestselling Author Mary Connealy Delivers Her Trademark Historical
Romantic Comedy Seth Kincaid survived a fire in a cave, but he's never
been the same. He was always a reckless youth, but now he's gone over
the edge. He ran off to the Civil War and came back crazier than ever.
After the war, nearly dead from his injuries, it appears Seth got
married. Oh, he's got a lot of excuses, but his wife isn't happy to
find out Seth doesn't remember her. Callie has searched, prayed, and
worried. Now she's come to the Kincaid family's ranch in Colorado to
find her lost husband. Callie isn't a long-suffering woman. Once she
knows her husband is alive, she wants to kill him. She's not even
close to forgiving him for abandoning her. Then more trouble shows up
in the form of a secret Seth's pa kept for years. The Kincaid brothers
might lose their ranch if they can't sort things out. It's enough to
drive a man insane--but somehow it's all making Seth see things more
clearly. And now that he knows what he wants, no one better stand in
his way.

No Way Up (The Cimarron Legacy Book #1)
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Saddle up for a wildly fun ride with the Wilde sisters! Kylie Wilde is
the youngest sister--and the most civilized. Her older sisters might
be happy dressing in trousers and posing as men, but Kylie has grown
her hair long and wears skirts every chance she gets. It's a
risk--they are homesteading using the special exemptions they earned
serving in the Civil War as "boys"--but Kylie plans to make the most
of the years before she can sell her property and return to the
luxuries of life back East. Local land agent Aaron Masterson is
fascinated with Kylie from the moment her long hair falls from her
cap. But now that he knows her secret, can he in good conscience
defraud the U.S. government? And when someone tries to force Kylie off
her land, does he have any hope of convincing her that marrying him
and settling on the frontier is the better option for her future?
"Another great laugh-out-loud historical romance with memorable
characters who have charm, style, grace, and a bit of mischief." --RT
Book Reviews on In Too Deep "Connealy's style is fast-paced and
spritely and sure to keep drawing fans." --Publishers Weekly "With her
trademark humor, Connealy weaves a delightful tale that is sure to
please her fans and win new readers." --Library Journal on Over the
Edge

When You Are Near (Brookstone Brides Book #1)
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Ella Fleming is on the run from her past and the secrets that could
tear her family apart. As a member of the Brookstone Wild West
Extravaganza, a wild west show comprised of all-female performers, her
uncanny talent for trick riding impresses the viewers. Only while
performing can she forget the truth about who she really is--the
daughter of a murderer. Phillip DeShazer blames himself for his
father's death and has done his best to bury his guilt in work and
drink. Realizing he needs something more, he seeks answers and finds
support and kindness from the beautiful Ella Fleming. However, the
more she comes to his rescue, the more his guilt grows. He's fallen in
love with her and feels confident that she returns his feelings, but
until he can overcome the past and let God guide his future, Phillip
knows he's not worthy of Ella's love. Uncertain of what will come
their way, Ella and Phillip must learn to trust God even when the road
they travel takes them in different directions. Only then can love be
a part of their journey.

The Slaves Of Love
Sixteen Civil War widows living in St. Louis respond to a series of
meetings conducted by a land speculator who lures them west by
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promising "prime homesteads" in a "booming community." Unbeknownst to
them, the speculator's true motive is to find an excuse to bring women
to the fledging community of Plum Grove, Nebraska, in hopes they will
accept marriage proposals shortly after their arrival! Sparks fly when
these unsuspecting widows meet the men who are waiting for them. These
women are going to need all the courage and faith they can muster to
survive these unwanted circumstances--especially when they begin to
discover that none of them is exactly who she appears to be.

Buffalo Gal
Conveniently Wed Forced to wed to protect their reputations after
being trapped overnight in a mine, Emma Jane and Jasper Jackson's
marriage is one in name only. Resenting the choices taken from him,
Jasper's determined not to lose his heart. But it's not so easy to
stay distanced from his new bride when a gang of bandits abducts them
both. Other young women might be ecstatic to land Leadville's
wealthiest bachelor. But Emma Jane would rather have Jasper's love
than his family's money. A true bond with her handsome husband seems
impossibleuntil their ordeal leaves Emma Jane caring for an orphaned
baby. In reach now is the one thing neither expected--the chance to
turn a convenient marriage into a forever family.
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The Odyssey of Homer
Left with little back in Missouri, Kevin Hunt takes his younger
siblings on a journey to Wyoming when he receives news that he's
inheriting part of a ranch. The catch is that the ranch is also being
given to a half brother he never knew existed. Turns out, Kevin's
supposedly dead father led a secret and scandalous life. But danger
seems to track Kevin along the way, and he wonders if his half
brother, Wyatt, is behind the attacks. Finally arriving at the ranch,
everyone is at each other's throats and the only one willing to stand
in between is Winona Hawkins, a nearby schoolmarm. Despite being a
long-time friend to Wyatt, Winona can't help but be drawn to the
earnest, kind Kevin--and that puts her in the cross hairs of
somebody's dangerous plot. Will they all be able to put aside their
differences long enough to keep anyone from getting truly hurt?

A Flood of Love (A Harvey House Brides Novella)
New Western Romance Series from Bestselling Author Mary Connealy When
Cimarron ranch patriarch Chance Boden is caught in an avalanche, the
quick actions of hired hand Heath Kincaid save him. Badly injured,
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Chance demands that his will be read and its conditions be enforced
immediately. Without anyone else to serve as a witness, Heath is
pressed into reading the will. If Justin, Sadie, and Cole Boden don't
live and work at home for the entire year, the ranch will go to their
low-down cousin Mike. Then Heath discovers the avalanche was a murder
attempt, and more danger might follow. Deeply involved with the
family, Heath's desire to protect Sadie goes far beyond friendship.
The danger keeps them close together, and their feelings grow until
being apart is the last thing on their minds.

Ending Violence Against Women
During the 1885 to 1924 immigration period of plantation laborers from
Japan to Hawaii, more than 200,000 Japanese, mostly single men, made
the long journey by ship to the Hawaiian Islands. As it became
apparent that they would never return to Japan, many of the men sent
for brides to join them in their adopted home. More than 20,000 of
these “picture brides” immigrated from Japan and Okinawa to Hawaii to
marry husbands whom they knew only through photographs exchanged
between them or their families. Based on Barbara F. Kawakami’s firsthand interviews with sixteen of these women, Picture Bride Stories is
a poignant collection that recounts the diverse circumstances that led
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them to marry strangers, their voyages to Hawaii, the surprises and
trials that they encountered upon arriving, and the lives they led
upon settling in a strange new land. Many found hardship, yet
persevered and endured the difficult conditions of the sugarcane and
pineapple plantations for the sake of their children. As they
acclimated to a foreign place and forged new relationships, they
overcame challenges and eventually prospered in a better life. The
stories of the issei women exemplify the importance of friendships and
familial networks in coping with poverty and economic security.
Although these remarkable women are gone, their legacy lives on in
their children, grandchildren, and succeeding generations. In addition
to the oral histories—the result of forty years of interviews—the
author provides substantial background on marriage customs and labor
practices on the plantations.

Unending Devotion
Josephine Nordegren is one of three sisters who grew up nearly wild in
southwestern Colorado. She has the archery skills of Robin Hood and
the curiosity of the Little Mermaid, fascinated by but locked away
from the forbidden outside world--a world she's been raised to believe
killed her parents. When David Warden, a rancher, brings in a herd
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much too close to the girls' secret home, her older sister especially
is frightened, but Jo is too interested to stay away. David's parents
follow soon on his heels, escaping bandits at their ranch. David's
father is wounded and needs shelter. Josephine and her sisters have
the only cabin on the mountain. Do they risk stepping into the world
to help those in need? Or do they remain separated but safe in the
peaks of Hope Mountain?

Over the Edge (The Kincaid Brides Book #3)
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of
disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music,
which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand
has heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s
films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes
the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in
social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a
number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors
argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult
situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches
to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary
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according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation
of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors
of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material,
showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best
way forward.

The Historian
"The budding love between Micah Neville and Callie Roberts is put to
the test when the two are forced to confront secrets from their pasts
and overcome them with God's help"--Provided by publisher.

Hailee
In this internationally bestselling novel, the author of The Swan
Thieves has 'refashioned the vampire myth into a compellinglate-night
page-turner' - San Francisco Chronicle Late one night, exploring her
father's library, a young woman finds an ancient book and a cache of
yellowing letters addressed ominously to 'My dear and unfortunate
successor'. Her discovery plunges her into a world she never dreamed
of - a labyrinth where the secrets of her father's past and her
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mother's mysterious fate connect to an evil hidden in the depths of
history. In those few quiet moments, she unwittingly assumes a quest
she will discover is her birthright - a hunt for the truth about Vlad
the Impaler, the medieval ruler whose barbarous reign formed the basis
of the Dracula myth. Deciphering obscure signs and hidden texts,
reading codes worked into the fabric of medieval monastic traditions,
and evading terrifying adversaries, one woman comes ever closer to the
secret of her own past and a confrontation with the very definition of
evil. Elizabeth Kostova's debut novel is an adventure of monumental
proportions - a captivating tale that blends fact and fantasy, history
and the present with an assurance that is almost unbearably
suspenseful - and utterly unforgettable. 'Quite extraordinary.Kostova
is a natural storyteller.She has refashioned the vampire myth into a
compelling contemporary novel, a late-night page-turner' - San
Francisco Chronicle 'Filled with fascinating details of archaic
vampire lore, the splendours of the Ottoman Empire and the beauty of
the Romanian countryside' - Times Literary Supplement

Shotgun Marriage
Miscommunication starts a chain of four delightful weddings.
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The Forever In Between
City dweller John McCall never expected to be out in the High Sierras
of 1868 on a wild-goose chase to find the Chiltons' supposedly lost
grandson. But now that he's out here, things have gotten even more
complicated, mostly due to wildcat Penny Scott. She's not like any
woman he's ever met--comfortable in the woods, with a horse, and with
a gun. When Penny and John are taken against their will by a shadowy
figure looking for evidence they don't have, both realize they've
stumbled into something dangerous and complicated. With their friends
and family desperately searching for them, Penny and John must make a
daring escape. When they emerge back into the real world, they are
confronted with a kidnapper who just won't stop. They must bring a
powerful, ruthless man to justice, even as this city man and country
woman fight a very inconvenient attraction to each other.

Loving the Texas Stranger
Experience five Alaska adventures through the lives of determined
women who overcome the many challenges to build their lives in the
wilderness. From the gold rush, through a diphtheria epidemic, to the
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building of the Alcan Highway, readers will enjoy the stubborn fight
each woman displays as love comes into her life. Will the women also
give up fighting God and let Him lead them through America’s last
frontier?

Cowboy Christmas
Victoria Rosenburgh is a misunderstood woman Born into a family of
great wealth, she has never wanted anything- except for a man who
truly understood her. She wonders if she is cut out for life on a
ranch with a man who works hard every day Will she choose to stay and
learn? Or will fear overcome her, and make her return home emptyhanded?

The Macgregor Brides
Get ready for a fun and suspenseful Christmastime romance. Trouble
follows singer Annette Talbot to Wyoming—and rancher Elijah Walker
finds himself directly in its path. Though still wounded by the
betrayal of his ex-fiancée, Elijah finds himself attracted to the
secretive singer. When it appears Annie is a threat to his mother’s
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life, Elijah must decide if Annie’s deep faith and love of God is
genuine or if it’s all just a ruse. He decides to trust her—until he
discovers she’s a wanted woman. As Christmas draws near, will Elijah
respond to God’s gentle persuasion to find the truth before he loses
Annie forever?

The Alaska Brides Collection
High-Stakes Drama Meets High-Tension Romance In 1883 Michigan, Lily
Young is on a mission to save her lost sister, or die trying. Heedless
of the danger, her searches of logging camps lead her to Harrison and
into the sights of Connell McCormick, a man doing his best to add to
the hard-earned fortunes of his lumber baron father. Posing during the
day as a photographer's assistant, Lily can't understand why any Godfearing citizen would allow evil to persist and why men like Connell
McCormick turn a blind eye to the crime rampant in the town. But
Connell is boss-man of three of his father's lumber camps in the area,
and like most of the other men, he's interested in clearing the pine
and earning a profit. He figures as long as he's living an upright
life, that's what matters. Lily challenges everything he thought he
knew, and together they work not only to save her sister but to put an
end to the corruption that's dominated Harrison for so long.
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The Reluctant Warrior (High Sierra Sweethearts Book #2)
After years of isolation on top of Hope Mountain, Ilsa Nordegren may
finally be ready to leave. Raised to fear the world, Ilsa and her
sisters never planned on coming down, but when the Warden family
arrived in need, they had to help. And it may cost them everything.
Having made his fortune, Mitch Warden returned home and found the
family homestead abandoned. In a land grab, a ruthless cattle baron
had forced his family to escape up the mountain, and when he follows,
the last thing he expects is to fall smitten to a black-haired woman
who dresses like Robin Hood. Warden is intent on helping his family
reclaim their land, but doesn't realize the risks his past has
brought. Dangerous men have tracked him, and rather than risk innocent
lives, he's determined to end the danger. But that means a journey to
the city--and when Ilsa insists on joining him, the mismatched pair
suddenly find themselves on a venture they'll never forget.

Black Hills Blessing
An assassin takes a shot and hits two people with one bullet. Natalie
Brewster, a deep undercover agent for a group that doesn't officially
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exist, saw the gunman aiming. He definitely waited, lined up the shot,
and tried to kill both of them. Nat and Case Garrison hit the ground
bleeding. They both come up shooting and kill the assassin--but that
just makes him mad.Now Case and Nat, who have never before met, have
to figure out what they have in common to make them prey for a
killer.And they have to do it while running for their lives because,
despite the two of them being highly skilled at keeping a low profile,
the killer keeps finding them. They are running at break-neck speed,
hiding with all the skill of long-time undercover agents, and falling
in love with a passion that might be part of what brought a killer
down on them.

Tried and True (Wild at Heart Book #1)
"When Hailee Annigan comes to Pine Haven as the new schoolteacher, an
unexpected romance arises, but she needs to forgive herself, with the
help of God, for some parts of her past before the relationship can be
realized"--Provided by publisher.

Woman of Sunlight (Brides of Hope Mountain Book #2)
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8. Challenging the state.

Secrets on the Wind
Trace Riley has been self-appointed guardian of the trail ever since
his own wagon was attacked. When he finds the ruins of a wagon train,
he offers shelter to survivor Deborah Harkness and the children she
saved. Trace and Deborah grow close working to bring justice to the
trail, but what will happen when the attackers return to silence the
only witness?

The Accidental Guardian
1929 San Marcial, New Mexico After traveling the West for the past ten
years, working as a Harvey House girl, Gretchen Gottsacker learns her
next assignment puts her back in the town of her childhood. She
quickly forms a friendship with a precocious girl named Katiann, until
one of their visits leads her face to face with Katiann's father--the
man who abandoned Gretchen on the eve of what she was sure would be a
marriage proposal. Now a widower, Dirk Martinez is intent on gaining
her trust and forgiveness. Can she risk getting swept up in their
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strong attraction once again, or will the danger of an impending flood
decide her future for her? A Flood of Love is a tender novella from
historical romance author, Tracie Peterson.

Serving Up Love
Deep in Lakota Souix territory in 1878, a torched farmstead is
discovered by American soldiers. Hiding in the cellar is Laina
Gray--delirious and pregnant. Laina is slowly nursed back to health by
Granny Max, a woman who trusts God's healing hand. While Laina
recovers physically, her faith is also restored just as she needs it
most. She is torn between two men--the sergeant who rescued her, and a
man from her past who knows her closely guarded secrets.

The Governess of Highland Hall
Union army officer Cameron Scott is used to being obeyed, but nothing
about this journey to Lake Tahoe has gone as expected. He's come to
fetch his daughter and nephew, and seek revenge on the people who
killed his brother. Instead he finds himself trapped by a blizzard
with two children who are terrified of him and stubborn but beautiful
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Gwen Harkness, who he worries may be trying to keep the children. When
danger descends on the cabin where they're huddled, Cam is hurt trying
to protect everyone and now finds Gwen caring for him too. He soon
realizes why the kids love her so much and wonders if it might be best
for him to move on without them. When she sees his broken heart, Gwen
decides to help him win back their affection--and in the process he
might just win her heart as well.
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